Thermal mass in building envelopes reduces the magnitude of diurnal conductive loads and, in some cases, reduces energy use for heating and cooling. In general, dynamic simulation is required to estimate the magnitude of these effects. This paper seeks to derive closed-form expressions of thermal time lag and amplitude dampening through building envelope structures, to aid in the design process before detailed simulation is performed, and to improve intuition about the effects of thermal mass in buildings.
Introduction
Thermal mass has been used in building construction since ancient times. Today, an in-depth understanding of thermal mass can benefit the modern quest for sustainable buildings. Thermal mass acts as a buffer by absorbing heat during the day when the surroundings are hot and releasing heat at night when the surroundings are cooler. The quantity of heat absorbed and released depends on the thermal mass and diurnal drivers such as outdoor air temperature swing, solar radiation and internal loads. In general, thermal mass reduces and shifts peak loads, which moderates the indoor temperature. For example, Figure   1 shows commercial building cooling loads delayed until after an office closes and buildings electrical demand has decreased. The current method of calculating time-dependent heating and cooling loads recommended by ASHRAE is called the heat balance method. According to Petersen et al. [2] , "There are probably more ways to formulate the wall conduction process than any of the other processes. As a result it is the topic that has received the most attention over the years." Petersen et al. list numerical finite difference, numerical finite element, transform methods and time series methods as possible ways to model the process. The method for calculating wall conduction used in the ASHRAE heat balance method is called the computational transfer function procedure (CTF) [3] .
Other research about the use of thermal mass in walls to has utilized experimental and simulation methodologies. For example, Kosny, J. et al. used finite difference modeling of a wall assembly and performed experiments to gauge thermal mass performance [4] . Colliver et al. experimentally investigated the placement of thermal mass in the wall and its impact on the energy use [5] . Kissock et al. used finite difference modeling to investigate thermal mass effects from phase change materials [6, 7, 8] .
In this paper, a closed-form relationship is developed for estimating time delay and amplitude dampening of heat loads through walls, and validated using finite element methods. The closed-form solution developed here allows the reduction and delay in peak transmission loads to be explicitly calculated, without the need for time-consuming simulation. Hence, it presents a compliment to the building energy simulation approach. The method may be especially useful for comparing the thermal response of various wall materials at early stages in the design process before the design is developed enough to allow simulation.
Analytical Solution
Assuming one-dimensional heat transfer, the governing equation for unsteady-state unidirectional heat conduction is:
where α = thermal diffusivity, u(X(x),t)=Excess temperature
For an infinite wall, the problem is defined as in Figure 2 . The first boundary condition for this problem is a sinusoidal temperature at the outside surface of the wall, given by:
The wall is assumed to be infinitely thick, and there is no temperature change at the end of the wall. Therefore, as x tends to infinity, tends to zero.
Since the boundary condition is sinusoidal in temperature, we assume the solution takes the form of an imaginary exponential function in time and a real function in distance,
Sub tuting Equation 3 into Eq 
From Equation (3), the temperature variation at a distance x to the wall and time t is given by: in
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The one dimensional special transient temperature variation across the wall cross section is then: g o of the inverse of the thermal diffusivity of the wall material. This means that the amplitude of the temperature becomes larger when the thermal diffusivity increases. Thus, the amplitude of the temperature swing becomes larger in lightweight walls.
Time Lag
The time lag at a distance into the wall is the difference between the peaks of imposed sinusoid at the left end and the temperature variation at same distance into the wall. As before, the amplitude at d 
Amplitude Dampening
The amplitude of the temperature at any point inside the wall dampens with the depth into the wall. Amplitude at dep x will be maximum when: finite wall of cross-sectional le A was al ngth 0.2m and height 0.1m so modeled ( Figure 5 ). Five elements were considered along the height and twenty elements along the length for resolving the temperature variation along those dimensions. Figure 7 . Comparison of analytical and finite element results for an infinite and finite wall at 0.08 meters.
he t dule of ANSYS ® [9] . The temperature profiles a ared against the derived analytical transient temperatu
The amplitude change and the time delay were also calculated using the analytical formulas and the ANSYS simulation. Tables 1 show that the analytical and simulation results are practically identical. The right edge of the finite element model is the interior of the building envelope and a fixed temperature of 50 0 C is imposed on this edge. A sinusoidal temperature variation was imposed at the left end of both the infinite and finite walls. Temperatures within the wall were simulated using t hermal mo re com re profi p les at a distance of 0.01m and 0.08m into the wall from the left end (Figures 6 and 7) . The figures show that the results from the finite, infinite and analytical solutions are nearly identical at both depths. This validates that the analytical solution can be applied to finite walls, even though it was derived for the case of an infinite wall.
mple Applications B litude dampening may be useful during the design process for estimating thermal load transmission effects without the need for detailed simulation. Consider, for example, the application of these equations to and one of concrete. The properties of the wood and conc walls are shown in the dt (hr) Figure 9 . Time delay profiles for the light frame wall and concrete Figures 8 and 9 conclude that the wood wall has more amplitude dampening and lesser time delay than the concrete. The boundary condition imposed on the wall is purely analytical for the sake of simplicity of the analysis. The actual diurnal temperature is not sinusoidal. Moreover, the wall temperature is dependent upon the surrounding air temperature.
A convective heat transfer condition should also be specified on the wall for actual heat transfer analysis.
Summary
An analytical solution for the temperature distribution through an infinite wall subjected to a sinusoidal temperature boundary condition was derived. The solution was verified by comparison with a finite element solution. Next, it was hypothesized that the analytical solution for an infinite wall f a finite wall. The hypothesis was tested by comparing the temperature stribution predicted by the lopes were derived. These expressions may be useful during the design process for ermal effects of various wall structures. The use of t
Wall th e amplitude ratios of each type of re show reducing the magnitude of the amplitude of the temperature variation on the side surface by 50% would require a wood wall to be about 0.05 meters thick, whereas the concrete wall would need to be about 0.10 m thick. This results shows that thermal mass (m cp) alone is not the nly determinant of thermal mass effects. The fact that the conductivity of wood is more than an order of magnitude less than the conductivity of concrete has a major effect on the amplitude of the thermal load. Similarly Equation (12) for time delay can be written as: o estimating th hese expressions was demonstrated for light frame and concrete walls.
This work is limited to homogeneous walls and sinusoidal boundary conditions. Future work will explore the applicability of these expressions to non-homogeneous walls. Future work will also seek to develop specific guidelines for estimating peak load reduction and energy savings from thermal mass in building envelopes as a function of materials and climate. 
Using Equation 15, the thicknesses required to achieve a given time delay for wood and concrete walls are shown in Figure 9 . In this case, wall thickness and time delay vary linearly. As in Figure 8 , the wall thickness required to increase the time delay of a diurnal thermal load is less for wood than concrete.
